"OOPS, WE GOOFED"

Vol. 1, p. 61: COURIER CENTURION, Step 3: Change wire color green to yellow.

Vol. 12, p. 27: RAY JEFFERSON - Correction for Step 3 & 4 and drawing:
3. Bridge cut of no. 9 with 3K resistor.
4. Wire up a DPDT Center-Off Switch as shown:

Vol. 12, p. 28: REALISTIC TRC-57 - Somethin' wrong - put this one on hold, till get's double-checked! Will print correction ASAP....

Vol. 14, p. 22: Add a new step: 3A. Run a wire from L to the yellow dot post on epoxy pak.

Vol. 14, p. 41: G.E. 3-5813A/5869A, ADD: Change 03A chip to 02A chip first!

Vol. 15, p. 65: AM POWER MOD., Step 8: Leave 470pf (C146) AS IS. DO NOT REPLACE with the 100pf.

Vol. 15, p. 63: TENNA POWER #10901 & FEILDMASTER TR-40 - delete from title: Midland 102M(77-102). The TUNE UP information is meant for the MIDLAND 102M.